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Nano Enterprise Management Offers Small Business Management for OS X
Published on 03/17/16
Kiev-based indie developer, Erziman Asaliyev today announces the release of Nano
Enterprise Management for Mac OS X 3.3, an important update to his fully-featured and
intuitive management app designed exclusively for small businesses. The app makes it easy
to manage purchase orders, sales, suppliers, warehouses, and inventory without any special
training. Version 3.3 adds new default values for specifications to goods, shipment and
calculations, as well as minor bug fixes.
Kiev, Ukraine - Independent developer, Erziman Asaliyev is today proud to announce the
release of Nano Enterprise Management for Mac OS X 3.3, an important update to his
fully-featured and intuitive management app designed exclusively for small businesses.
This unique application allows small businesses to easily manage purchase orders, sales,
suppliers, warehouses, and inventory without any special training. It uses a
locally-hosted database, and does not require an Internet connection, so it can be used
anytime, and anywhere.
Nano Enterprise Management offers an easy-to-use framework to allow for management of any
type of small business. The process of inputting data and generating reports has been
refined to be as simple to use as possible, allowing even the busiest owner to easily
input and track information about their business.
Nano Enterprise Management offers everything a growing small business needs to manage
everything; from orders, to sales, to cashflow. Users can immediately get a feel for using
the app, as it includes a sample set of data to work with and use to become familiar with
it. Once a user feels comfortable with how everything works, they can clear the sample
data out of the database, and begin entering their own information.
"Running a business of any size requires extensive tracking of inventory, sales,
suppliers, and more," says the app's developer Erziman Asaliyev. "Nano Enterprise
Management offers an easy to setup and maintain method of tracking the data required to
run any successful business, and also offers an easy learning curve to get you started
tracking your business data without the need for long training sessions, or frantic phone
calls to harried support personnel."
Key Features Include:
* Instantly view snapshots of cash, inventory, and orders
* Easily maintain an up-to-date record of bank account transactions
* Track of sales, suppliers, manufacturing, and warehouses, across all locations
* Service bookings
* Create and maintain accurate records of clients, products, vendors, and employees
* Create custom reports for company finances
* View sales reports, instantly viewing bestsellers, margins, and more
* Create inventory reports for product on-hand, turnover, and movement
* Import and export data to and from Excel or other popular spreadsheet apps
* The database is saved locally, so it always works, even with no Internet connection!
* The ability to backup data via email or iCloud
With Nano Enterprise Management, configuration of goods and inventory is a simple-to-setup
process. Users can easily create a record for complicated goods, such as laptop computers,
furniture, or even automobiles. The application walks users through entering information
for each inventory item, allowing for the name of the item, a bar code number, the SKU,
category of goods and more. Photos of the items can also be included, making it easy to
search and receive a visual presentation of items.
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Transactions, such as sales and refunds can also be quickly entered, and then searched and
reported on. Banking records are also easily entered and maintained using the convenient
user interface. Once it is time to view the status of a business, users can instantly view
a snapshot of cash on hand, inventory, and orders, as well as track sales, suppliers,
manufacturing output, and warehouses. Tracking vendors, customers, employees, and other
parties is equally as efficient, offering convenient to access information about all
parties related to the operation of a small business.
What's New in Version 3.3
* The new default value "Automatically add specifications to operation of receiving goods"
* The new default value "Automatically add specifications to shipment operation"
* The new default value "Calculate the sums of documents from the prices with taxes"
* Fixed some minor bugs
Nano Enterprise Management allows anyone to conveniently setup and maintain all the
required information to track and report on the activities and health of any small
business. Its detailed financial and logistical reports offer a detailed view into current
and past operations, allowing the small businessperson to confidently plan for the future.
Device Requirements:
* OS X 10.10 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 4.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Nano Enterprise Management for Mac OS X 3.3 is $14.99 USD (or an equivalent amount in
other currencies) and is available worldwide exclusively through the Mac App Store in the
Business category. Review codes are available upon request.
Erziman:
http://erziman.com
Nano Enterprise Management for Mac OS X 3.3:
http://erziman.com/en/erp
Purchase and Download from the Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/nano-enterprise/id990553526
YouTube Video (Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9cPgJ3ciQY
Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/66/1e/31/661e31c8-d1b3-6caf-8ede-338e98d2c8b6/s
creen800x500.jpeg
Application Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/b6/ce/6b/b6ce6b19-5f1b-5639-945c-805eba240e60/i
con128-2x.png

Headquartered in Kiev, Ukraine, independent developer Erziman Asaliyev has developed a
number of apps for use by iOS and Mac OS X users. His years of experience allow Erziman to
develop apps for use by businesses of all types and sizes around the globe, offering apps
to manage inventory and finances, track employee time, track and control services, and
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much more. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Erziman Asaliyev. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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